We show the following.
Introduction
Let G be a graph, V(G) its vertex-set and E(G) its edge-set. An assignment of colors to the vertices of G in such a way that adjacent vertices are assigned different colors is called a proper coloring of G. Here, we shall use a coloring to mean a proper coloring. A coloring of G in which ,? colors are used is called a A-coloring of G. Given 1 colors, we let P(G, 1,) denote the number of ways of Il-coloring of G. P(G, 2) is called the chromatic polynomial of G. The minimum number of colors used to color G is called the chromatic number of G and is denoted by x(G). Thus, a A-coloring of G is a partition of V(G) into 2 color classes such that the vertices in the same color class are not adjacent. If every x(G)-coloring of G gives the same partition of V(G), then G is said to be a uniquely X(G)-coloring graph, or a uniquely X(G)-colorable graph. On p. 139 in [2] and on p. 269 in [l] , the two uniquely 3-colorable graphs without any triangles do not seem to be correct. However, motivated by these graphs, we shall prove the following theorems. 
A proof of Theorem 1
In order to prove Theorem 1, we need the following lemmas. Thus, we have a 3-coloring of G12,
(1,4,6,9}, {2,5,10,7}, {3,11,8,12}.
For the partition II, we have l(u), 4(u),
3(b), 5(b), and 2(c). Then -+6(a)-+7(c)-+8(b)+9(u).
Since the neighborhood of vertex 12 denoted by N(12) is {9(u), 7(c), 5(b)}, this case is impossible.
12'
Gl? Thus, G12 is a uniquely 3-colorable graph with 12 vertices and without any triangles. The unique partition of V(G,,) is (1). 0
The proof of Theorem 1 goes as follows. We use the mathematical induction on the number of vertices n. For n = 12, the graph Giz in Lemma 2 is a uniquely 3-colorable graph with 12 vertices and without any triangles. Assume that Theorem 1 holds for n> 12, i.e., we assume that there exists a uniquely 3-colorable graph G,, n3 12, with n vertices and without any triangles which contains Gi2 as a subgraph.
We shall construct a graph G,,+r from G,. Let V(G,+,)= V(G,)u{w) and E(G,+,)=E(G,)u{(w,u),(w,u)} h w ere u, UE V(G,), u and u are not adjacent, and u and u are colored with different colors. Thus, G, + 1 contains G, and G12 as subgraphs. We color w by the third color which is different from the colors of u and u. Clearly, G, + 1 is 3-colorable. Since G, is uniquely 3-colorable and the color of vertex w is uniquely determined by the colors of vertices u and u, G,, 1 is a uniquely 3-colorable graph, and there exists a uniquely 3-colorable graph with m vertices and without any triangles for any integer m 2 12. 0 Remark. A theorem in [l] states that for any integer k> 3, there is a uniquely k-colorable graph which contains no subgraph isomorphic to the complete graph Kk with k vertices. We may use Lemma 2 and the mathematical induction to prove it. Following the proof of Theorem 2, we shall give a similar result, i.e., the Corollary of Theorem 2.
A proof of Theorem 2
In order to prove Theorem 2, we need the following lemmas. 3' ), (238') (3, I'). (4,12'), (5, If'), (6,12'), (7, If'), (8,2'), (9, IO'), (10,9'), (11,5'), (11,7'), (12,4'), (12,6')}. Then Gz4 is a regular graph of degree 5 with 24 vertices. The edges (5, ll'), (7, ll'), (4,12'), and (6,12') belonging to E(Gz4) imply that the vertices in C; have to be colored differently from the vertices in AI and Br. Since (10,9') belongs to E(G,,), the vertices in A; can only be colored the same as in AI.
Since (9,lO') belongs to E(Gz4), the vertices of B; can only be colored the same as Br . of PI in (2) (i.e., the vertices 1,4,6,9,1',4', 6', 9' of PI) and BIuB; of PI in (2) (i.e., the vertices 2,5,7,10,2', 5',7', 10' in P,). Since [1, 2] belongs to E(GZ.24), the vertices in BruB'r of Qr in (2) have to be colored differently from the vertices in AI u A; of PI in (2). Thus, the V(G2. 24) is uniquely partitioned into 3 subsets {A,uA; of PI in (2)ju{A,~A~ of Qr in (2)}, {B,uB; of PI in (2)}u{B,uIYr of Qr in (2)}, (C,uC; of PI in (2)}u(C,uC; of Qr in (2)).
Hence, G2. 24 is a uniquely 3-colorable regular graph of degree 6 with 48 vertices and without any triangles. q
The proof of Theorem 2 goes as follows. We construct a family of graphs G2k. 24 for k=1,2, . . . . We define G2"+ I. 24 inductively. Let K and K' be graphs such that K 2: K' N Gzm. 24,
Pi N Qi N G24 for i= 1,2, . . . ,2". Let G2"+ 1. 24 be the graph whose V(G 2"+ I 24) = V(K)u V(K'), and
We shall use the mathematical induction to show that each of the graph G2k. 24, for k= 1,2, . ..) is a uniquely 3-colorable regular graph of degree k + 5 with 2k. 24 vertices and without any triangles.
For k= 1, we know that, by Lemma 4, G2.24 is such a graph.
Assume that G2". 24 is such a graph. Consider GZ,, + ,. 24. Since K Y K' N G2-. 24, each of K and K' is a uniquely 3-colorable regular graph of degree n + 5 with 2". 24 vertices and without triangles. From the construction, we know that G2"+ I .24 have 2"" .24 vertices, Gzn + ,. 24 is a regular graph of degree II + 6, and G2" + 1. 24 does not contain any triangles.
Since each of K and K' is uniquely 3-colorable, each of K and K' can be colored the same as Gzn. 24 with the same colors a, b and c, i.e., V(K) is uniquely partitioned into three subsets VI= fi {1,4,6,9,1',4',6',9' of Pi}, i=l V2 = fi {2,5,7,10,2', 5', 7', 10' of Pi}, and .24) , the vertices in U3 have to be colored differently from VI and V,. Since [ 1, 2] belongs to EPra, c E (Gzn+ I. 24), the vertices in U2 have to be colored differently from VI. Consequently, V(G2,+ I. 24) can be uniquely partitioned into 3 subsets: V,uU 1, V2uU2 and V3uU3. Hence, there exist infinitely many uniquely 3-colorable regular graphs without any triangles, and the proof is completed.
The proof of the Corollary goes as follows. We shall use the mathematical induction on k. For k = 3, it follows from Theorem 2.
Assume that it holds for k 3 3, and consider for the case of k + 1. That is, we assume that there exist infinitely many uniquely k-colorable regular graphs having no subgraph isomorphic to K,. Let Gk be anyone of these graphs with V(G,) = n and degree r.
We construct a graph G,, 1 as follows. Let N,_, be the null graph with IZ -r vertices, V(Gkfl)= V(G,)uV (N,_,) , and E(G,+,)=E(G,)u((u,v): UEV'(G~) and VEV(N,_,)}, i.e., E(Gk+ 1) consists of all of the edges in Gk and all possible edges with one vertex in Gk and the other vertex in N,_,. Thus, 1 V(Gk+ 1)1 = 2n-r and Gk+ 1 is a regular graph of degree n. Since Gk is uniquely k-colorable, G k+ 1 is uniquely (k + 1)-colorable. Since Gk has no subgraph isomorphic to K,, Gk+ 1 has no subgraph isomorphic to Kk+ 1.
Since we have constructed Gk + 1 for each Gk and non-isomorphic Gk graphs produce non-isomorphic Gk+ 1 graphs, we have infinitely many uniquely (k + 1)-colorable regular graphs having no subgraph isomorphic to Kk + 1.
